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British Columbia Utilities Commission 
600-900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 2N3    
 
Attention: Ms. Alanna Gillis 

Acting Commission Secretary 
 
Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 
 
Re: BC Hydro Power Authority Project No. 3698622/Order G-40-11  

F2012-F2014 Revenue Requirements Application  
Negotiated Settlement Process 

 
We write on behalf of the Association of Major Power Customers of British Columbia 
(AMPC) to respond to the Commission’s letter L-14-12 (Exhibit A-30) in this matter.   

AMPC strongly supports BC Hydro’s proposal that the NSP commence on the week of 
April 30th, 2012 to allow for any final settlement to be reflected in BC Hydro’s final F2012 
financial statements.   

AMPC believes that a settlement of the F2012-F2014 Revenue Requirements 
Application is possible, but that it will be difficult and it will take a number of factors to 
coming together at the right time.  One factor that will increase the possibility of 
settlement is if the negotiated settlement process can be completed prior to the 
completion of BC Hydro’s external audit of its F2012 financial statements and 
subsequent approval by its board of directors.  AMPC accepts BC Hydro’s submissions 
in this regard and urges the Commission to take all procedural steps necessary to allow 
this to happen.   

In AMPC’s view another important part of reaching a settlement in this matter will be the 
manner of Commission staff participation, something also raised by the Commission in 
letter L-14-12.  AMPC is of the view that strong active participation by Commission staff 
is absolutely vital.  So is the appointment of a strong facilitator.  Without both AMPC 
sees very little chance of a successful settlement in this matter.  The issues are difficult, 
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the amounts are enormous and it will take a full out effort by the Commission staff and 
all of the parties to get a settlement in this matter completed.  AMPC believes that effort 
is well worthwhile as the benefits in terms of certainty and reduced regulatory costs are 
also substantial. 

AMPC believes that Bill Grant, who has headed up staff participation and acted as 
facilitator in prior BC Hydro negotiated settlement processes, should lead the staff effort 
in the upcoming NSP process both as an “active participant” and as “facilitator” .  While 
some parties may object to Mr. Grant’s style, the facts are he is knowledgeable, he is 
forceful in helping parties understand the weaknesses of their case and strengths of 
others’ case, he is persistent and pursues opportunities where others would reasonably  
give up and most importantly, his track record is excellent, he gets settlements.   

If the Commission concludes that Mr. Grant should not both lead staff’s position as an 
active participant and act as facilitator, then AMPC submits it is essential he fulfill one of 
those roles. 

Yours truly, 
 
Bull, Housser & Tupper LLP 
 

 
R. Brian Wallace, Q.C. 
 
RBW/sg/3501154 
 




